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n Fast events in protein folding [Minireview]. William A
Eaton, Peggy A Thompson, Chi-Kin Chan, Stephen J
Hagen and James Hofrichter. Structure 4, 1133–1139.
Review of a new generation of kinetic experiments that have
emerged to investigate the mechanisms of protein folding on
the previously inaccessible submillisecond timescale. These
experiments provide the first glimpse of processes such as
secondary structure formation, local hydrophobic collapse,
global collapse to compact denatured states and fast barrier
crossings to the native state.
15 October 1996. Structure.
n Probing the chemical basis of binding activity in an SH3
domain by protein signature analysis. Tom W Muir,
Philip E Dawson, Michael C Fitzgerald and Stephen BH
Kent. Chem. Biol. 3, 817–825.
Modifying the covalent structure of a protein is an effective
empirical route to probing 3D structure and biological
function. Here the authors describe a combinatorial protein
chemistry strategy for studying structure/activity relationships
in proteins. Their approach (termed ‘protein signature
analysis’) involves functional selection from an array of self-
encoded protein analogs prepared by total synthesis, coupled
to a simple chemical readout that unambiguously identifies the
modified proteins in the resulting active and inactive
populations. Protein signature analysis was used to study the
interaction of the N-terminal SH3 domain from the cellular
adaptor protein c-Crk with its cognate proline-rich peptide,
C3G. These chemical studies revealed that the sidechain of
Asp150 in the SH3 domain is essential for ligand binding and
that changes in the structure of the polypeptide backbone can
also result in loss of binding activity. These chemical studies
have provided new insight into how ligand binding is related to
the covalent structure of the SH3 domain. Protein signature
analysis is a powerful and conceptually novel way of studying
the molecular and chemical basis of protein function.
October 1996. Chemistry & Biology.
n Enantioselective reductive amination of αa-keto acids to
αa-amino acids by a pyridoxamine cofactor in a protein
cavity. Hao Kuang, Matthew L Brown, Ronald R Davies,
Eva C Young and Mark D Distefano. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
118, 10702–10706.
Adipocyte lipid binding protein (ALBP) is a small 131 residue
protein with a simple architecture that consists of two
orthogonal planes of β-sheet secondary structure. This protein
binds a variety of fatty acids in a large cavity formed between
the two sheets such that the bound ligands are completely
enclosed within the protein. This paper describes, the
synthesis of an ALBP conjugate (ALBP-PX) containing a
pyridoxamine cofactor attached to a thiol within the protein
interior. ALBP-PX reductively aminates a number of alkyl,
aryl, and sidechain functionalized α-keto acids to α-amino
acids with enantioselectivities as high as 94% ee.
6 November 1996. Journal of the American Chemical Society.
n A small engineered protein lacks structural uniqueness
by increasing the side-chain conformational entropy.
Koji Furukawa, Masayuki Oda and Haruki Nakamura. Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 13583–13588.
A small globular protein, the third repeat of the c-Myb DNA-
binding domain, which is composed of 54 amino acid residues,
was engineered to investigate the structural uniqueness of
native proteins. This small protein has three α-helices that
form a helix-turn-helix structure, maintained by the
hydrophobic core with three Ile residues. One of the mutant
proteins, with two of the buried Ile residues (Ile155 and
Ile181) substituted with Leu residues, showed multiple
conformations, as monitored by heteronuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy. The increase in the sidechain
conformational entropy, caused by the Ile→Leu change on an
α-helix, could engender the lack of structural uniqueness.
26 November 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n Chemical nature of the light emitter of the Aequorea
green fluorescent protein. Haruki Niwa, et al., and
Frederick I Tsuji. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93,
13617–13622.
The jellyfish Aequorea victoria possesses in the margin of its
umbrella a green fluorescent protein (GFP, 27 kDa) that serves
as the ultimate light emitter in the bioluminescence reaction of
the animal. The protein is made up of 238 amino acid residues
in a single polypeptide chain and produces a greenish
fluorescence (λmax = 508 nm) when irradiated with long
ultraviolet light. The fluorescence is due to the presence of a
chromophore consisting of an imidazolone ring, formed by a
post-translational modification of the tripeptide Ser65-Tyr66-
Gly67. GFP has been used extensively as a reporter protein for
monitoring gene expression in eukaryotic and prokaryotic
cells, but relatively little is known about the chemical
mechanism by which fluorescence is produced. The authors
studied a peptide fragment of GFP bearing the chromophore
and a synthetic model compound of the chromophore. The
results indicate that the GFP chromophore consists of an
imidazolone ring structure and that the light emitter is the
singlet excited state of the phenolate anion of the
chromophore.
26 November 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n The crystal structure of a five-stranded coiled coil in
COMP: a prototype ion channel? Vladimir N
Malashkevich, Richard A Kammerer, Vladimir P Efimov,
Therese Schulthess and Jürgen Engel. Science 274,
761–764.
Oligomerization by the formation of α-helical bundles is
common in many proteins. The crystal structure of a parallel
pentameric coiled coil, constituting the oligomerization
domain in the cartilage oligomeric matrix protein (COMP),
was determined at 2.05 Å resolution. Complementary
hydrophobic interactions and conserved disulfide bridges
between the α- helices result in a thermostable structure with
unusual properties. The long hydrophobic axial pore is filled
with water molecules but can also accommodate small apolar
groups. An ‘ion trap’ is formed inside the pore by a ring of
conserved glutamines which binds chloride and probably
other monatomic anions. The oligomerization domain of
COMP has marked similarities with proposed models of the
pentameric transmembrane ion channels in phospholamban
and the acetylcholine receptor
1 November 1996. Science.
n A strategy for designing inhibitors of βb-amyloid
toxicity. Jyothi Ghanta, Chih-Lung Shen, Laura L Kiessling
and Regina M Murphy. J. Biol. Chem. 271,
29525–29528.
β-Amyloid peptide is the major protein component of
Alzheimer’s plaques. When aggregated into amyloid fibrils,
the peptide is toxic to neuronal cells. This paper describes an
approach to the design of inhibitors of β-amyloid toxicity; in
this strategy, a recognition element, which interacts
specifically with β-amyloid, is combined with a disrupting
element, which alters β-amyloid aggregation pathways. This
prototype inhibitor is composed of residues 15–25 of β-
amyloid peptide, designed to function as the recognition
element, linked to oligolysine disrupting element. The
inhibitor does not alter the apparent secondary structure of β-
amyloid nor prevent its aggregation; rather, it causes changes
in aggregation kinetics and higher order structural
characteristics of the aggregate. The inhibitor completely
blocks β-amyloid toxicity to PC-12 cells. Significantly, these
results demonstrate that complete disruption of amyloid fibril
formation is not necessary for abrogation of toxicity
22 November 1996. Journal of Biological Chemistry.
n Molecular collapse: the rate-limiting step in two-state
cytochrome c folding. TR Sosnick, L Mayne and W
Englander. Proteins 24, 413–426.
The authors speculate, based on experiments performed on
cytochrome c, as well as on other small proteins, that the rate-
limiting step in protein folding for two-state proteins is the
hydrophobic collapse. Once the protein is collapsed it folds
fast to the native state. In larger proteins following a three-
state transition, they advocate for misfolded species as the
accumulating species in the kinetic reaction. Although the
authors did not provide hard evidence to support their
hypothesis (moreover the kinetic data for cytochrome c
clearly argue for a three-state transition), it is provoking and
more recently other groups have been working to develop
experimental approaches to test it. 
April 1996. Proteins: Structure, Function, and Genetics.
n Structural families in loops of homologous proteins:
automatic classification, modelling and application to
antibodies. Andrew CR Martin and Janet M Thornton. J.
Mol. Biol. 263, 800–815.
Loop regions of polypeptide in homologous proteins may be
classified into structural families. A method is described by
which this classification may be performed automatically and
‘key residue’ templates, which may be responsible for the
loop adopting a given conformation, are defined. The
technique has been applied to the hypervariable loops of
antibodies and the results are compared with the previous
definition of canonical classes. The authors have extended
these definitions and provide complete sets of structurally
determining residues for the observed clusters including the
first set of key residues for seven-residue CDR–H3 loops.
15 November 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n Coordination geometry of nonbonded residues in
globular proteins. Ivet Bahar and Robert L Jernigan. Fold.
Des. 1, 357–370; 1359-0278-001-00357.
Two opposite views have been advanced for the packing of
sidechains in globular proteins. The first is the jigsaw puzzle
model, in which the complementarity of size and shape is
essential. The second, the nuts-and-bolts model, suggests that
constraints induced by steric complementarity or pairwise
specificity have little influence. Here, the angular distributions
of sidechains around amino acids of different types are
analyzed, in order to capture the preferred (if any) coordination
loci in the neighborhood of a given type of amino acid. Some
residue pairs select specific coordination states with
probabilities about ten times higher than expected for random
distributions. This selectivity becomes more pronounced at
closer separations leading to an effective free energy of
stabilization as large as –2 RT for some sidechain pairs. A list of
the most probable coordination sites around each residue type
is presented, along with their statistical weights.These data
provide guidance as to how to pack selectively the nonbonded 
computer generation of unknown protein structures.
28 August 1996. Folding & Design.
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n A structural explanation for the twilight zone of protein
sequence homology [Minireview]. Su Yun Chung and S
Subbiah. Structure 4, 1123–1127.
Homology modeling of protein structures as a function of
sequence breaks down at the ‘twilight zone’ limit of sequence
identity between the template and the target proteins. The
authors’ results suggest that protein sequences that have
diverged from a common ancestor beyond the twilight zone
may adopt sidechain interactions that are very different from
those endowed by the ancestral sequence.
15 October 1996. Structure.
n An iterative method for extracting energy-like
quantities from protein structures. Paul D Thomas and
Ken A Dill. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 11628–11633.
The authors present a method (ENERGI) for extracting
energy-like quantities from a database of protein structures. In
this paper, they use the method to generate pairwise additive
amino acid ‘energy’ scores. These scores are obtained by
iteration until they correctly discriminate a set of known
protein folds from decoy conformations. The method succeeds
in lattice model tests and in the gapless threading problem as
defined by Maiorov and Crippen (1992) [J. Mol. Biol. 227,
876–888]. A more challenging test of threading a larger set of
test proteins derived from the representative set of Hobohm
and Sander (1994) [Protein Sci. 3, 522–524] is used as a
‘workbench’ for exploring how the ENERGI scores depend on
their parameter sets.
15 October 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n Failures of inverse folding and threading with gapped
alignment. Gordon M Crippen. Proteins 26, 167–171.
To calculate the tertiary structure of a protein from its amino
acid sequence, the thermodynamic approach requires a
potential function of sequence and conformation that has its
global minimum at the native conformation for many different
proteins. In this paper, the authors study the behavior of such
functions for the simplest model system that still has some of
the features of the protein folding problem, namely 2D square
lattice chain configurations involving two residue types. First,
they show that even the given contact potential, which by
definition is used to identify the folding sequences and their
unique native conformations, cannot always correctly select
which sequences will fold to a given structure. Second, they
demonstrate that the given contact potential is not always able
to favor the native alignment of a native sequence on its own
native conformation over other gapped alignments of different
folding sequences onto that same conformation. Because of
these shortcomings, even in this simple model system in which
all conformations and all native sequences are known and
determined directly by the given potential, we must reexamine
our expectations for empirical potentials used for inverse
folding and gapped alignment on more realistic representations
of proteins.
October 1996. Proteins: Structure, Function, and Genetics.
n Using evolutionary trees in protein secondary structure
prediction and other comparative sequence analyses.
Nick Goldman, Jeffrey L Thorne and David T Jones. J. Mol.
Biol. 263, 196–208.
Previously proposed methods for protein secondary structure
predictions from multiple sequence alignments do not
efficiently extract the evolutionary information that these
alignments contain. The predictions of these methods are less
accurate than they could be, because of their failure to consider
explicitly the phylogenetic tree that relates aligned protein
sequences. As an alternative, the authors present a hidden
Markov model approach to secondary structure prediction that
more fully uses the evolutionary information contained in
protein sequence alignments. A representative example is
given, and three experiments are performed that illustrate how
the appropriate representation of evolutionary relatedness can
improve inferences. The authors explain why similar
improvement can be expected in other secondary structure
prediction methods and indeed any comparative sequence
analysis method.
25 October 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n The chaperonin ATPase cycle: mechanism of allosteric
switching and movements of substrate-binding
domains in GroEL. Alan M Roseman, Shaoxia Chen,
Helen White, Kerstin Braig and Helen R Saibil. Cell 87,
241–251.
Chaperonin-assisted protein folding proceeds through cycles of
ATP binding and hydrolysis by the large chaperonin GroEL,
which undergoes major allosteric rearrangements. Interaction
between the two back-to-back seven-membered rings of
GroEL plays an important role in regulating binding and
release of folding substrates and of the small chaperonin
GroES. Using cryo-electron microscopy, the authors have
obtained 3D reconstructions to 30 Å resolution for GroEL and
GroEL–GroES complexes in the presence of ADP, ATP, and
the nonhydrolyzable ATP analog AMP-PNP. Nucleotide
binding to the equatorial domains of GroEL causes large
rotations of the apical domains containing the GroES and
substrate protein-binding sites. The authors propose a
mechanism for allosteric switching and describe conformational
changes that may be involved in critical steps of folding for
substrates encapsulated by GroES.
18 October 1996. Cell.
n βb-Lactamase binds to GroEL in a conformation highly
protected against hydrogen/deuterium exchange.
Pietro Gervasoni, Werner Staudenmann, Peter James,
Peter Gehrig and Andreas Plückthun. Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci. USA 93, 12189–12194.
Escherichia coli RTEM β-lactamase reversibly forms a stable
complex with GroEL, devoid of any enzymatic activity, at
48°C. When β-lactamase is diluted from this complex into
denaturant solution, its unfolding rate is identical to that from
the native state, while the unfolding rate from the molten
globule state is too fast to be measured. Electrospray mass
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spectrometry shows that the rate of proton exchange in β-
lactamase in the complex at 48°C is slower than in the absence
of GroEL at the same temperature and resembles the
exchange of the native state at 25°C. Similarly, the final
number of protected deuterons is higher in the presence of
GroEL than in its absence. The authors conclude that, for β-
lactamase, a state with significant native structure is bound to
GroEL. Thus, different proteins are recognized by GroEL in
very different states, ranging from totally unfolded to native-
like, and this recognition may depend on which state can
provide sufficient accessible hydrophobic amino acids in a
suitably clustered arrangement. Reversible binding of native-
like states with hydrophobic patches may be an important
property of GroEL to protect the cell from aggregating protein
after heat-shock.
29 October 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n Molecular chaperone machines: chaperone activities of
the cyclophilin Cyp-40 and the steroid aporeceptor-
associated protein p23. Brian C Freeman, David O Toft
and Richard I Morimoto. Science 274, 1718–1720.
Molecular chaperones are essential proteins that participate in
the regulation of steroid receptors in eukaryotes. The steroid
aporeceptor complex contains the molecular chaperones Hsp90
and Hsp70, p48, the cyclophilin Cyp-40, and the associated
proteins p23 and p60. In vitro folding assays showed that Cyp-
40 and p23 functioned as molecular chaperones in a manner
similar to that of Hsp90 or Hsp70. Although neither Cyp-40
nor p23 could completely refold an unfolded substrate, both
proteins interacted with the substrate to maintain a nonnative
folding-competent intermediate. Thus, the steroid aporeceptor
complexes have multiple chaperone components that maintain
substrates in an intermediate folded state.
6 December 1996. Science.
n GroEL locked in a closed conformation by an
interdomain cross-link can bind ATP and polypeptide
but cannot process further reaction steps. Noriyuki
Murai, Yoshihide Makino and Masasuke Yoshida. J. Biol.
Chem. 271, 28229–28234.
It has been believed that when GroEL binds to GroES its
apical domain moves upward and outward. To inhibit this
‘opening’ movement, its equatorial and apical domains were
cross-linked through a disulfide bond between mutationally
introduced cysteine residues at the positions of Asp83 and
Lys327. To avoid possible undesired cross-linking, the authors
at first prepared a mutant GroEL (GroELNC; Cys138→Ser,
Cys458→Ser, Cys519→Ser) in which all cysteine residues in
wild-type GroEL were replaced by serine residues. GroELNC
was fully functional as a chaperonin. The authors then
introduced the above two point mutations into GroELNC to
generate mutant GroELAEX (Cys138→Ser, Cys458→Ser,
Cys519→Ser and Asp83→Cys, Lys327→Cys). Oxidized
GroELAEX, which is locked in a ‘closed’ conformation by an
interdomain disulfide bond, can bind 6–7 mol of ATP, which
remain bound without hydrolysis. This ATP-bound, oxidized
GroELAEX can bind the stably nonnative substrate protein
isopropylmalate dehydrogenase, whereas the nucleotide-free
oxidized GroELAEX binds it with a weaker affinity. However,
oxidized GroELAEX fails to process further reaction steps such
as ATP hydrolysis, binding of GroES, dissociation of substrate
protein from GroEL, and facilitating protein folding. When
disulfide bonds in oxidized GroELAEX are reduced, GroELAEX
exerts the ability to process all the reactions just as GroELNC
and wild-type GroEL. Indications from these results are:
hydrolysis of ATP may require opening movement of the
apical domain; GroES binds to an open form of GroEL; and
substrate polypeptide is released from GroEL coupled with
either ATP hydrolysis or opening movement of the apical
domain.
8 November 1996. Journal of Biological Chemistry.
n Chaperone function of Hsp90-associated proteins.
Suchira Bose, Tina  Weikl, Hans Bügl and Johannes
Buchner. Science 274, 1715–1717.
The Hsp90 heat shock protein of eukaryotic cells regulates the
activity of proteins involved in signal transduction pathways
and may direct intracellular protein folding in general. Hsp90
performs at least part of its function in a complex with a
specific set of partner proteins that include members of the
prolyl isomerase family. The properties of the major
components of the Hsp90 complex were examined through the
use of in vitro protein folding assays. Two of the components,
FKBP52 and p23, functioned as mechanistically distinct
molecular chaperones. These results suggest the existence of a
super-chaperone complex in the cytosol of eukaryotic cells.
6 December 1996. Science.
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Phi/Psi-chology: Ramachandran revisited [Ways
& Means]. Gerard J Kleywegt and T Alwyn Jones
(1996). Structure 4, 1395–1400.
Use of deuterium labeling in NMR: overcoming a
sizeable problem [Ways & Means]. Michael Sattler
and Stephen W Fesik (1996). Structure 4,
1245–1251.
Just add water! The effect of water on the
specificity of protein–ligand binding sites and its
potential application to drug design [Review].
John E Ladbury (1996). Chemistry & Biology 3,
973–980.
Structure–function analysis of the cloned opiate
receptors: peptide and small molecule
interactions [Minireview]. Allan D Blake, George
Bot and Terry Reisine (1996). Chemistry & Biology
3, 967–972.
Molecular chaperones: Clasping the prize
[Dispatch]. Mary-Jane Gething (1996). Current
Biology 6, 1573–1576.
Fibronectin type III domains in yeast detected by
a hidden Markov model [Correspondence]. Alex
Bateman and Cyrus Chothia (1996). Current
Biology 6, 1544–1546.
Protein identification with sequence tags
[Correspondence]. Marc R Wilkins, Elisabeth
Gasteiger, Jean-Charles Sanchez, Ron D Appel and
Denis F Hochstrasser (1996). Current Biology 6,
1543.
Protein–protein interactions: PDZ domain
networks [Dispatch]. Alan S Fanning and James
Melvin Anderson (1996). Current Biology 6,
1385–1388.
RNA enzymes: Putting together a large ribozyme
[Dispatch]. Ignacio Tinoco Jr (1996). Current
Biology 6, 1374–1376.
Selection of biologically active peptides by
phage display of random peptide libraries
[Review]. Ricardo Cortese et al., and Franco Felici
(1996). Current Opinion in Biotechnology 6,
616–621.
Nine reviews on aspects of Proteins in the
December issue (No 6) of Current Opinion in
Structural Biology 1996, 6, 777–858. Edited by
Wim GJ Hol.
